
                                                       

PRINT ‘N’ PLAY EDITION!

Welcome to the Pack of Heroes Print ‘n’ Play edition! 

Thanks for taking this opportunity to try out the game.
If you enjoy it, please consider helping us get the game made by backing it on Kickstarter at:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1425721404/pack-of-heroes-a-superhero-card-game

Please note, this is a prototype version of the game and subject to change.

 Here’s what you need to do to be up and playing:

 1. Print out pages 2-8 of this document and cut out all the cards.

 We suggest printing on 200 gsm card, but you can use regular paper as well, if you sleeve the 
 cards. Print at 100% size without any scaling. The card size is 56 x 87 mm. (The cards in the !nal 
 version of the game will be bigger!)

 The cards are all single-sided, except for the reference cards - which have a front and back.
 In the !nal version of the game, the hero cards will look like vintage trading cards, so there will be 
 lots of fun stuff on the card backs, including the hero’s origin story!

 This is an A4-size document, so if you are printing on US-letter paper, you made need to 
 experiment with your settings. If you need to shrink the page a bit, that’s ok - the cards will
 just end up a little bit smaller! 

 2. Find 25 red counters or cubes to use as wound markers, and 4 blue counters or cubes to use 
 as stun markers. (These are the only other components you’ll need).

 3. Read the rules starting on page 9 of this document.

 Please note this is not the !nal rules document. But if you have any rules questions or spot any typos, 
 please get in touch with us!

 4. Have fun playing!

 If you enjoy the game, please share it with your friends!

 Thanks for playing!
 
 Phil Walker-Harding
 Adventureland Games
 phil@adventurelandgames.com
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© 2013 Phil Walker-Harding
2 Players  |  20 minutes  |  Ages 10+

NOT A FINAL DOCUMENT - SOME RULES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE - IMAGES ARE OF PROTOTYPE COMPONENTS

GAME  SUMMARY

Pack of Heroes is a 2 player battle game, where each player 
controls a team of superheroes. The game is set in a fun 
alternate universe of vintage comics. So things are 
colourful, light-hearted, and just a little bit different!

In the game, each superhero is represented by its own hero 
card. At the start of the game, the players choose 5 heroes 
to be in their team, out of the 30 unique hero cards in the 
game. Then they "ght it out! Whoever has the last hero 
standing, wins. They become the official superhero team of 
Power City!

On a turn, you may bring a hero into play or use a power of 
a hero already in play. Powers are used by spending power 
cards from the player’s hand. 

Heroes’ powers can do any number of things. The most 
common are attacks, which do damage to your opponent’s 
heroes. There are also defensive powers, which block 
attacks, as well as stun powers, healing powers and many 
more special powers. When different heroes get together, 
there are many synergies and combinations to discover!

The playing area for the game is a 3 x 3 grid of spaces. The 
boundaries of this grid are marked by the players’ bases 
(their draw pile, reference card and discard pile.)

Playing the game requires a "ne balance of knowing when 
to bring your heroes into play and how to manage your 
hand of power cards to best use your powers, all while 
devising an overall strategy for your team.

GAME  Contents

56  CARDS

30 hero cards
5 hero cards in 6 set teams: 

Liberty Legends, 
Safari Squad, 

Freak Show Five,    
Knights of the Five Realms,

Guild of Ghouls, 
Data Brigade.

18 power cards
2 sets of 9 cards - each with 3 cards

of the 3 colours of power.

6 team cards

2 reference cards

25 RED WOUND MARKERS

4 BLUE STUN MARKERS

RULES BOOKLET
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HERO  CARD  OVERVIEW

Name: The name of the hero.

Set team: The colour of the card background 
represents the player’s set team. (The team’s 
name and logo is also on the card back.)

Health: This number of wounds the hero can 
take before it is defeated.

Rank: The circle that the hero’s health is in 
represents its rank.
    Gold is a leader. Silver is a !ghter. 
    Bronze is a sidekick.

Movement ability: This icon represents how 
the hero can move.

Power type: These icons show the types of 
powers the hero has at a glance.

Power name and description: This text tells 
you what each power does.

Power cost: These icons indicate which 
power cards must be spent in order to use 
the power.

MEET  THE  TEAMS

There are 6 teams in the game, with 5 heroes each. Here is a brief description of each:

Liberty Legends
The nice-guy patriotic team! They are all-rounders and can do a 
little bit of everything.

Good for 
beginners.

Safari Squad
A team of animals and half-animals! Many of their powers involve 
movement.

Good for 
beginners.

Freak Show Five
Circus freaks turned (kind of ) good! They have weird and 
wonderful powers.

A little harder 
to use.

Knights of the Five Realms
Fantasy character clichés! They have some strong attacks and 
powers that affect power cards.

A little harder 
to use.

Guild of Ghouls
Scary, spooky and ooky heroes! Their strength is stun powers and 
surprising game effects.

More difficult 
to use well.

Data Brigade
Robots of all shapes and sizes! They specialise in constant powers 
which create a lot of automation.

More difficult 
to use well.
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SETUP

1. Choose heroes
First the players decide randomly who will be the start player. 
Then the players decide which of the 2 methods they will use to pick which heroes will be in their team:

  a) Set teams: The players simply choose a set team of heroes, and take all 5 hero cards in that team.
     (A hero card’s set team is indicated by background colour, and the team logo on its back).

     The start player chooses a team "rst, and then his opponent. Or for a random selection, 
          you may shuffle the team cards, and deal 1 to each player. This indicates their team.

     Note: Playing with set teams is recommended for your "rst few games of Pack of Heroes.

   b) Drafting: The players choose 3 set teams to be present in their game. They can make the selection 
          by joint decision, or randomly - by shuffling the team cards and dealing out 3.

     All hero cards from the selected teams are laid out on the table. 
     Starting with the start player, the players take turns choosing one hero for their team, 
          and placing it face-up in front of them, until each player has 5 heroes.
 

      A player may never choose a hero which makes his team exceed the following:
       1 leader per team.            2 !ghters per team.            2 sidekicks per team.

 
2. Setup bases (power cards and reference card)
Each player sets up his base. That is, their draw pile, reference card and discard pile area. The space on the 
table between the 2 players’ bases denotes the 9 spaces in which the game is played (see diagram below).

Each player takes a set of 9 power cards (the 2 sets are differentiated by their backs). Each player shuffles 
them and places them in a face-down draw pile. To the right of this, they place a reference card. Then 
each player draws 1 of their power cards, and places it face-up to the right of their reference card. This is 
the start of their discard pile. These 3 piles mark the 3 columns of the play area.

During the game the contents of the players’ discard piles is open information. It is best to splay 
discarded cards slightly, so their colours can be easily seen by both players. 

[ If using the Kickstarter bonus playmat, setup is a little easier. The 9 spaces are clearly marked. There is also a 
spot for your draw pile, and a horizontal area for your discards. Info from the reference card is also printed on 
the mat. Check out the Pack of Heroes Kickstarter page for more info. ]

3. Draw starting hands.
The start player draws 1 of his power cards into his hand, and his opponent draws 2. 
A player’s hand is secret throughout the game, although the number of cards in hand is open 
information.

4. Place starting heroes
Each player takes all of his hero cards into his hand, and chooses one without the other player seeing. 
They are then revealed simultaneously. Each player then places his chosen card on the centre space in the 
closest row to his base (see diagram below).

 Note: If these heroes have arrival powers, they are not carried out.

Once in play, who each hero card belongs to is denoted only by their orientation (i.e. they will be the right 
way up to the player they belong to). However, one player can put their hero cards in coloured sleeves if 
this helps visualise who is who. [ Special custom-made team card sleeves are a possible Kickstarter bonus. ]

The players then lay their remaining hero cards face up on the table as their reserve.
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 A game after setup:

GAMEPLAY

The start player takes the "rst turn. Then the players alternate turns for the rest of the game. 

A turn looks like this in overview:

 1. Movement. The player may move one hero.
 2. Main action. The player may either bring a hero into play OR use a power.
 3. Un-stun. The player un-stuns any heroes who have been stunned for a turn.
 4. Draw power. The player may draw 1 power card. He then discards down to 3 cards in hand.
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1.  MOVEMENT

At the start of your turn, you may move one of your heroes that is already in play. (You may not move 
stunned heroes). A hero’s movement capability is indicated by one of these two icons on its card:

Run: The hero can move up to the number of adjacent (not diagonal) spaces indicated. He does 
not have to move in a straight line, and may turn corners. He may even double-back on himself. 
He may only move through vacant spaces. That is, he may not move through other hero cards.

Fly: Flying is the same as running except that the hero may move through other hero cards, 
effectively ‘%ying’ over them. However, he must end his movement in a vacant space.

The player simply slides the card he is moving to its new space, taking any wound/stun markers with it.

2.  MAIN  ACTION

Next, you may do one (or neither) of the following actions:

1. Bring a hero into play.
Choose one of the hero cards in your reserve and place it on any vacant space in the row of spaces closest 
to your base. If all 3 spaces in this row are occupied, you may not bring a hero into play this turn. 
After being placed, if the hero has an arrival power, it is now carried out. See Powers for details.

2. Use a power.
Choose any power on a hero card that you have in play. (You may not use the powers of stunned heroes).
Discard power cards from your hand that meet the power’s power cost. These cards are placed face-up on 
your power card discard pile. The power cost is indicated by red, green and blue icons, as follows:

       
This power costs one red power card to use. 

 
  
This power costs one red or one green power card to use.

       
This power costs two blue power cards to use.

The power is then carried out. See Powers for details.
If you do not have the appropriate power cards, you may not use the power.

Using attack powers
If you successfully use an attack power, place wound markers on the attacked hero’s card, equal to 
the amount of damage you did. 

Defeating a hero: If the attacked hero now has wound markers equal to or greater than its health, 
it has been defeated! This hero card is removed from the game.

Making a hero faint: When an attack takes a hero from being less than half-wounded to half-
wounded or worse, he faints! This happens when the wound markers just placed take the total 
wound markers on the card to equal or greater than half the hero’s health (rounded up). For 
example, if a hero with 7 health and 2 wounds receives 2 wounds, it now has 4 and is half-
wounded.
When a hero faints this means he is stunned. Place a stun marker on this hero. He may not use a 
power or move for one full turn. If a hero is later healed and then wounded, he can faint again.

Important note about main actions: If you have no heroes in play, you must use your main action to 
bring one into play. If you cannot because all 3 spaces in the row closest to you are occupied with 
opponent’s heroes, your base has been captured and you lose the game (although this is very rare!)
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3.  UN-STUN

If any of your heroes have been stunned for the entire turn, you now un-stun them by removing their 
stun marker. 

4.  DRAW  Power

You may draw a card from the top of your power draw pile and add it to your hand. 

If you now have more than 3 power cards in hand, you must discard down to 3. A player may have more 
than 3 cards in hand during a turn, but must discard to 3 at this point. Remember, a player’s hand is 
secret, although the number of cards in hand, and the contents of his discard pile is open information. 

The majority of the time you will want to draw a power card. Occasionally you will be happy with your 
hand as is, and choose not to.

If your power draw pile is depleted and you need to draw a power card, shuffle your discard pile to create 
a new draw pile. 

POWERS

Each hero’s powers are listed on its card. There are different types of powers, each with their own icon. 
Here is a description of each type of power: 

Powers activated when a hero is put into play:

Arrival power
These powers happen as soon as a hero is brought into play. Every arrival power is different. 
Read the text on the card and do what it says. 

Arrival powers do not cost power cards to activate.

Powers activated on your turn:

Force attack
Force attacks can only hit an enemy in an adjacent (not diagonal) space to the attacker. 
This enemy gains wounds equal to the number inside the icon.

Spread attack
Spread attacks affect all enemies in the 4 spaces adjacent (not diagonal) to the attacker. 
If attacking multiple enemies with a spread attack, each attack is considered separate. 
The attacking player chooses the order in which he makes the attacks. Attacked enemies gain 
wounds equal to the number inside the icon.

Range attack
Range attacks can hit any enemy, regardless of what space it is in. The player chooses one 
enemy, and it gains wounds equal to the number inside the icon.

Stun power
Stun powers stun an enemy for a turn, meaning they will not be able to move or use their 
powers next turn. To indicate that a hero is stunned, place a stun marker on it. This marker will 
be removed after being stunned for a turn. Read the text on the card for more details. 
A hero card may only ever have one stun marker on it.
Stunned heroes may be healed.
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Heal power
You may heal a hero by removing wound markers from it’s card, as directed. Read the text on 
the card for more details. 
Stunned heroes may be healed. They remain stunned, even if healed to less than half-wounded.

Powers active while the hero is in play:

Constant power
These powers are active as soon as a hero is brought into play, and can be used every turn. 
Every constant power is different. Read the text on the card and do what it says. Constant 
powers do not cost power cards to use, unless speci"cally mentioned.
You may use constant powers at any time on your turn. This includes before your initial 
movement, but not after you draw power. If you have multiple heroes with constant powers 
in play, you can use these powers at different points in your turn and in any order. However, 
each constant power can only be used once per turn. You may choose not to use a constant 
power, unless speci"cally mentioned.
A hero may use their constant power on the turn that they were placed. 
A stunned hero cannot use their constant power. 

Powers activated on your opponent’s turn:
After your opponent attacks one of your heroes, you may choose to activate a defend power. However, 
you must still be able to pay the power’s power cost.

Defend 
Read the text on the card, to see how these powers allow you to defend your teammates. 
Sometimes heroes will be able to defend adjacent heroes, sometimes any hero.
If you use a defend power, your enemy’s attack will only do half damage, rounded down. 
So a defended attack of 2 or 3 will only do 1 damage. An attack of 1 will do no damage.
Occasionally an opponent may be able to attack multiple times on his turn, with a spread 
attack or some other special power. You may defend any or all of these attacks separately.
Heroes cannot use their defend power to defend themselves.

GAME  END

As soon as a player defeats his opponent’s "nal hero, he is the winner!

On rare occasions, a player can also lose the game if his opponent captures his base. That is, if you have 
no heroes in play, and cannot bring one into play because all 3 spaces in the row closest to you are 
occupied with opponent’s heroes, you lose the game!

The players may like to immediately play a reverse match, swapping teams and playing again.

STRATEGY  TIPS

● Don’t rush to get all your heroes into play! It often pays to wait for the perfect time to play a hero. Furthermore, 
some heroes are more effective if they have empty space to move in.

● Manage your power cards carefully. Try and plan your next couple of turns based on the cards you have.

● Don’t feel you have to use a power every turn. Sometimes it pays to bide your time and draw more power.

● Keep an eye on your opponent’s discard pile. If certain power cards have been discarded, you will know your 
opponent is unable to use particular powers.

● Assess which of your opponent’s heroes is the biggest threat to you and attack it "rst. Sometimes this will be a 
harmless looking sidekick, who if left alone will end up proving a huge nuisance!

● When drafting your team, make sure you choose heroes with a good balance of power costs.
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HERO  GLOSSARY

A full explanation of each hero card and how its powers work.
Note: “Adjacent” always means orthogonally (not diagonally) adjacent.

 LIBERTY LEGENDS
Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Spread attack:

Arrival power:

LIBERTY STEELE

Leader
7
Fly 2

Torch !ame
Attack all enemies in adjacent spaces. They gain 2 wounds.

National Anthem
Draw 1 power card and add it to your hand.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Arrival power:

JUDGE JUSTICE

Fighter
6
Run 2

Hammer of Justice
An adjacent enemy gains 2 wounds.

Sentence to Jail
Choose any of your opponent’s heroes in play. It is moved back 
to your opponent’s reserve. Remove any wound or stun 
markers that were on it. It may be brought back into play on a 
future turn, with starting health and arrival power as usual.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Heal power:

DOC FEELGOOD

Fighter
5
Run 2

Syringe Stab
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Feelgood Checkup
Choose a teammate in an adjacent space. Remove 2 wound 
markers from it.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

ROCKY ROADHOUSE

Sidekick
5
Run 2

Upsized Uppercut
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Team Spirit!
All teammates in adjacent (not diagonal) spaces to Rocky 
Roadhouse receive +1 to their attack powers when attacking. 
If Rocky is stunned this power does not work.
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Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Range attack:

Arrival power:

BAZOOKA GIRL

Sidekick
5
Run 1

Bazooka Blast
Choose any enemy. It gains 3 wounds.

Shock and Awe
Choose any enemy to stun. Place a stun maker on its card.

 SAFARI SQUAD

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Arrival power:

ADMIRAL RHINO

Leader
7
Run 1

Stampede!
General Rhino may only attack after moving. An adjacent 
enemy gains 3 wounds.

Booming Entrance
The opposing player must discard 1 power card of his choice.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Arrival power:

SCARLET MACAW

Fighter
6
Fly 2

Honolulu Swoop
The Scarlet Macaw may only attack an enemy after moving 
over (through) its space this turn. This enemy gains 2 wounds.

Dive Bomb
After placing Scarlet Macaw, choose any enemy. It gains 1 
wound. Dive Bomb may not be defended.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

CHEETOR SPHINX

Fighter
6
Run 3

Maul ‘n’ Claw
An adjacent enemy gains 2 wounds.

Run Like an Egyptian
Every turn Cheetor Sphinx may run 3 as a free action, at any 
point in your turn.
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Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Spread attack:

Defend power:

SPIKY STRIKE

Sidekick
5
Run 2

Spike Spin
Attack all enemies in adjacent spaces. They gain 1 wound.

Shield Roll
After any teammate is attacked, you may discard 1 blue power 
card to defend this attack. Spiky Strike may not defend himself.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Range attack:

Constant power:

FLAMINGAL

Sidekick
5
Fly 2

Flamingun
Choose any enemy. It gains 1 wound.

Flock Together!
While Flamingal is in play, no other teammate faints when he 
normally would. They may still be stunned by stun powers of 
course. If Flamingal is stunned, this power doesn’t work.

FREAKSHOW 5

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

BIGTOP BEN

Leader
7
None. Bigtop Ben may not take a regular move action.

Anvil Smash
An adjacent hero gains 2 wounds.

Get off the Couch
You may discard any 1 power card to make Bigtop Ben run 1. 

Sit on You!
After placing Bigtop Ben, choose an enemy in an adjacent 
space to him. This hero gains 1 wound. Sit on You! may not be 
defended.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Range attack:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

HERR PRETZEL

Fighter
6
Fly 2 (Actually, he takes a huge step with his stretchy legs!)

Stretchy Arm Slap
Choose any enemy. It gains 1 wound.

Rubber Re!exes
Herr Pretzel may attack twice in 1 turn. He must pay the power 
cost for each attack. He may attack the same enemy, or a 
different one.

Pretzel Power Snack
Choose any teammate. Remove 1 wound marker from it.
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Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Arrival power:

THE CLOWNFATHER

Fighter
6
Run 2

Ringleader Whip
An adjacent enemy gains 2 wounds.

Master of Ceremonies
When The Clownfather comes into play, choose 1 of the heroes 
in your opponent’s reserve. Your opponent may not place this 
hero as long as The Clownfather is in play, unless it is the last 
hero in their reserve and he has no heroes in play. This power is 
in effect even when The Clownfather is stunned.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Defend power:

Arrival power:

POOCHETTE

Sidekick
5
Fly 2

Trapeze Scratch
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound. 

Swinging Block
After an adjacent teammate is attacked, you may discard 1 
blue or green power card to defend this attack. Poochette may 
not defend herself.

Flying High Five
After placing Poochette, any adjacent teammate may use an 
attack power, paying the usual power cost.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

SERPENT SISTERS

Sidekick
5
Run 3

Sabre Slash
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Two Heads!
You discard down to 4 power cards at the end of your turn, 
instead of 3. If Serpent Sisters is stunned, discard down to 3.

Serpent Stars
Choose any enemy. It is stunned. Place a stun marker on it.

KNIGHTS OF THE FIVE REALMS

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Range attack:

Arrival power:

BIG WALT

Leader
7
Run 1

Thunderbolt Spell
Choose any enemy. It gains 2 wounds.

Magical Aura
Both you and your opponent draw 1 power card.
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Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Spread attack:

Arrival power:

HOT FOOT

Fighter
6
Fly 3

Flaming Roundhouse
Attack all enemies in adjacent spaces. They gain 1 wound.

Power Burn
Your oppponent discards all their power cards.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Force attack:

SIR SMASHALOT

Fighter
6
Run 1

Double Fist Smash
An adjacent enemy gains 3 wounds.

Punchalot!
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Defend power:

PIXILITE

Sidekick
5
Fly 4

Pixie Punch
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Crystal Shield
After an adjacent teammate is attacked, you may discard 1 
blue or green power card to defend this attack. Pixilite may "rst 
Fly 4 to move adjacent to a teammate to defend it. She may 
not move without then defending an attack. She may not 
defend herself.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

RAINBOW SPRINKLE

Sidekick
4
Run 2

Hoof to the face
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Power Rainbow
All teammates in adjacent spaces to Rainbow Sprinkle may 
play 1 power card on their turn as a wild (it counts as any 
colour). They may combine this wild card with another power 
card for powers that cost 2 cards to use. If Rainbow Sprinkle is 
stunned this power does not work.
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GUILD OF GHOULS
Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

THE DARK BITE

Leader
7
Fly 2

Neck Bite
An adjacent enemy gains 2 wounds.

Paralysing Presence
After moving The Dark Bite, you may stun 1 adjacent enemy.

Shocking Entrance
Choose any enemy to stun. Place a stun maker on its card.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

ELIXR

Fighter
6
Run 1

Plastic punch
An adjacent enemy gains 2 wounds.

Loose Limbs
After attacking, Elixr must gain 1 wound. This happens even if 
the attack was defended. Elixr can make herself faint if Loose 
Limbs results in her being half-wounded. If so, she remains 
stunned until after your next turn.

Botox Injection
Choose any teammate. Remove 1 wound marker from it.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

ZOMBIE LAD

Fighter
6
Run 1

Bite ‘n’ Chew
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Graveyard Grapple
After Zombie Lad does damage, the hero he attacked is 
stunned. This does not happen if the attack was defended.

Sudden Strangle
After placing Zombie lad, choose an enemy in an adjacent 
space to him. This hero is stunned.
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Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Arrival power:

LITTLE VOODOO

Sidekick
5
Run 2

Ghost attack
An adjacent enemy gains 3 wounds.

Voodoo Doll
After placing Little Voodoo, choose any enemy. All of this 
enemy’s attack powers will only do 1 damage, as long as Little 
Voodoo is in play. This power is in effect even when Little 
Voodoo is stunned.
  

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Range attack:

Stun Power:

Arrival power:

THE MAGNIFICENT MANCINI

Sidekick
5
Fly 2

Mind Shock
Choose any enemy. It gains 1 wound.

Hypno-Freeze
Choose any enemy to stun. Place a stun maker on its card.

The All Seeing Eye
After placing The Magni"cent Mancini, your opponent must 
place his hand of power cards face-up on the table for you to 
see. His hand remains face-up until The Magni"cent Mancini 
leaves play. This power is in effect even when he is stunned.

DATA BRIGADE
Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

THE CONTROLLA

Leader
7
Run 1

Powerglove
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Radio Control
Choose any enemy or teammate and make it Run 1 or 2. This 
power may be used to move a hero who also takes a regular 
move action this turn. Being moved by Radio Control counts 
as a move for heroes who must move before attacking. Radio 
Control may be used to move a stunned hero. The Controlla 
may not move himself with Radio Control. 
 

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Constant power:

Arrival power:

DISCO DROID

Fighter
5
Run 1

Auto Disco Kick
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Stunning Dance Moves
Choose any enemy to stun. Place a stun maker on its card.
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Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Arrival power:

FLUX

Fighter
5
Run 3

Car Crash
Flux may only attack after moving. An adjacent enemy gains 2 
wounds.

Forward to the Past
If your opponent attacked on his last turn, you may undo this 
attack. If this previous attack defeated a hero, return it to the 
space it was in, with all wound and stun markers it had before 
the attack. (On the rare occasion that the space where this 
defeated hero stood is now occupied, there is a rupture in the 
time-space continuum and Forward to the Past may not be 
used). If your opponent’s previous attack did not defeat a hero, 
simply remove all wound and stun markers that it caused.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Range attack:

Constant power:

TRASHATRON

Sidekick
5
Run 2

Trash Throw
Choose any enemy. It gains 1 wound.

Energy Recycling
You may discard 1 power card and then draw 1 power card.

Name:

Hero rank:
Starting health:
Movement ability:

Force attack:

Constant power:

ROSE 3000

Sidekick
4
Run 1

Dust Buster
An adjacent enemy gains 1 wound.

Maintenance Procedure
Each turn, remove 1 wound marker from a teammate in the 
space directly to the left of Rose 3000. 
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